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Abstract.
Background: The evidence concerning dietary diversity and cognitive function remains insufficient.
Objective: To investigate the association of dietary diversity score (DDS) with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and cognitive
performance in different domains.
Methods: Data from The Lifestyle and Healthy Aging of Chinese Square Dancer Study was used in this study. DDS was
constructed based on the intake frequencies of 9 food groups assessed by a validated food frequency questionnaire. MCI was
diagnosed by Petersen’s criteria. A neuropsychological test battery was used to assess the performance on cognitive domains,
and test scores were standardized to Z scores. Multiple linear regression models and logistic regression models were used to
estimate the � and odds ratios and their 95% CIs, respectively.
Results: Among 1,982 participants, the mean (SD) age was 63.37 (5.00) years, 1,778 (89.71%) were women, and 279
(14.08%) had MCI. Compared to the DDS quartile (0, 6], the multivariable-adjusted odds ratios (95% CI) were 0.74 (0.48,
1.15) for DDS quartile (6, 7], 0.65 (0.43, 0.97) for DDS quartile (7, 8], and 0.55 (0.37, 0.84) for DDS quartile (8, 9].
Furthermore, higher DDS was positively associated with better performance of cognitive domains, including global cognitive
function (� = 0.20, 95% CI: 0.12, 0.30), episodic memory (� = 0.21, 95% CI: 0.07, 0.35), attention (� = 0.15, 95% CI: 0.03,
0.26), language fluency (� = 0.24, 95% CI: 0.10, 0.38), and executive function (� = –0.24, 95% CI: –0.38, –0.10).
Conclusions: This study indicated that higher DDS was associated with better cognitive function among middle-aged and
older Chinese people.
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INTRODUCTION

Over the past half-century, population aging has
become an unstoppable trend due to increasing life
expectancy. Cognitive disorder, including mild cog-
nitive impairment (MCI), Alzheimer’s disease, and
other dementias [1], has grown to be one of the
major clinical and public health concerns. MCI, con-
sidered to be a stage between dementia and typical
age-related cognitive decline, has a high risk of pro-
gression to dementia [2]. In the absence of effective
treatments for dementia, exploring the possible mod-
ifiable protection of MCI in middle-aged and older
people will be beneficial to the social burden of MCI
[3].

Previous studies have shown that a high-quality
diet is one of the critical protective factors for cog-
nitive function such as the Mediterranean Diet [4],
Dietary Approach to Stop Hypertension (DASH) [5],
and Mediterranean-DASH diet Intervention for Neu-
rodegenerative Delay [6]. However, it is important to
note that Western dietary patterns may not be directly
applicable to Chinese populations due to cultural and
regional differences in food preferences and avail-
ability. Dietary guidelines in many countries suggest
that dietary diversity is one of the characteristics of a
healthy diet [7, 8]. As a robust indicator of dietary
diversity, the dietary diversity score (DDS) serves
as an effective tool to assess the variety and range
of food categories consumed within a predetermined
time frame [9]. DDS is more accessible and simpler
for middle-aged and older people since only have to
consider the frequency of food intake [10, 11]. As the
widely-used tool to evaluate diet quality, it has been
validated among different populations and confirmed
to be associated with several age-related diseases,
such as diabetes [12, 13], anxiety [14], disability [15],
and all-cause mortality [16, 17]. To our knowledge,
there have been limited studies conducted thus far to
investigate the relationship between DDS and MCI.
In addition, the cognitive function encompasses var-
ious domains, including episodic memory, attention,
language fluency, and executive function. The asso-
ciation between DDS and various cognitive domains
remains unclear.

In this study, we used data from The Lifestyle
and Healthy Aging of Chinese Square Dancer Study
(Healthy Dance Study) to investigate the correlation
between DDS and MCI among middle-aged and older
individuals in China. Additionally, we aimed to iden-
tify specific food groups that could be targeted to
promote better maintenance of cognitive function.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study participants

In this cross-sectional study, we analyzed the base-
line data from the Healthy Dance Study. The study
was conducted among middle-aged and older individ-
uals residing in seven prefecture-level cities in China,
including Wuhan, Yichang, Xiangyang, Shanghai,
Xiamen, Beijing, and Chengdu. In this study, eligi-
ble participants aged 45 regularly took part in square
dance without severe physical diseases and lived in
the area for more than 6 months before the survey. The
following exclusion criteria were applied: 1) Individ-
uals with hearing or language disorders and those
who were unable to communicate effectively; 2) Par-
ticipants who had taken part in any clinical trials or
intervention programs within the past 3 months or
had plans to do so in the future. This study utilized
data collected from the baseline survey conducted
between August 2020 and December 2021. Figure 1
depicts the flow chart illustrating the exclusion of par-
ticipants due to missing or implausible data, resulting
in a final analysis sample size of 1982 participants.
Ethical approval for the study was obtained from the
Ethics Committee of Wuhan University of Science
and Technology (202049, 201942), and informed
consent was obtained from all participants involved
in the study.

Assessment of DDS

At the baseline of the Healthy Dance Study, all
participants completed a simplified food frequency
questionnaire (FFQ) during face-to-face interviews.
The FFQ consisted of 64 food items, which were
classified into 15 distinct food categories. Partici-
pants were asked to report the frequencies of food
group intake over the previous 12 months, consider-

Fig. 1. The flow chart of the inclusion and exclusion of study
participants.
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ing pre-defined portion sizes. These food categories
included rice and noodles, beans, vegetables, fruits,
soy foods, meats (red meat [pork/beef]), poultry, fish,
nuts, and beverages. Response options for frequency
of consumption ranged from “none or almost none”
to “three times a day or more."

In our study, DDS was modified by Conklin et al.
[9]. The DDS was assessed based on nine major food
groups: vegetables, fruits, beans, nuts, mushrooms,
meat, eggs, fish, and dairy products. Detailed infor-
mation regarding food subgroups can be found in
Supplementary Table 1. Given that cereals and oils are
fundamental components of the Chinese daily diet,
they were intentionally excluded from the assessment
of DDS [18]. The calculation of DDS involved count-
ing the number of food items consumed at least once
a week from these nine major food groups. Partici-
pants received a score of 0 if they reported intakes
as “none or almost none,” “once a month,” or “twice
or three times a month” based on the reported fre-
quency in the FFQ. A score of 1 was assigned to all
other responses. It is important to note that each food
group was counted only once, regardless of the num-
ber of food items consumed within that group [19].
The overall score of DDS can range from 0 to 9, with
higher scores indicating greater dietary diversity.

Assessment of cognitive function

The Cognitive Status-modified version of the
Uniformed Neuropsychological Test Battery (NTB)
encompassed a set of standardized assessments,
including the Auditory Verbal Learning Test (AVLT),
Digit Symbol Substitution Test (DSST), Verbal Flu-
ency Test (VFT), and Trail-Making Test-Part B
(TMT-B). These tests were employed to evaluate
cognitive function and determine an individual’s cog-
nitive status.

The AVLT examined the ability of episodic mem-
ory [20]. 12 two-character words from three semantic
groups make up the word list. Participants were
instructed to recall the words above soon after hearing
them, with a three-time repetition requirement. After
around 5 min, the short-delayed recall is checked, and
after 20 min, the long-delayed recall and category-
cued recall are examined. Finally, the 12 distracter
words (semantically related) and 12 target words
are used in a recognition test [21]. Words accu-
rately remembered in the learning, delayed recall, and
recognition phases were added to determine the score.

The DSST is derived from a subtest of the Wech-
sler Adult Intelligence Scale and is designed to assess

working memory, sustained attention, and processing
speed [22]. In the DSST, participants are presented
with a list of digits followed by nine digit-symbol
pairs. Their task is to match as many symbols as
possible to their corresponding digits within a 90-
second time frame. The total number of accurate
matches achieved by the participant serves as their
DSST score, reflecting their performance on the test.

In the VFT [23], participants were given 60 s to
verbally list as many animal names as they could.
The number of correct responses provided within the
given time frame was recorded as their final score. For
this study, the word category was limited to animals,
as it is a commonly used category that effectively
distinguishes between individuals with and without
mild Alzheimer’s disease.

As a component of the Trail-Making Test (TMT),
the TMT-B was employed to assess executive func-
tion [24]. In this task, participants were presented
with an arrangement of 25 circles, with 13 circles
numbered from 1 to 13 and the remaining 12 letters
from A to L. The objective was to connect the cir-
cles by drawing a line from one circle to the next,
alternating between numbers and letters in ascending
order (e.g., 1, A, 2, B, and so on). It was important
to ensure that the lines did not intersect or cross each
other. Any sequencing errors needed to be corrected
immediately. The score for this test is determined by
the total time taken (in seconds) to complete the task,
from start to finish.

To account for the varying maximum scores across
the multiple cognitive examinations, all assessment
results were standardized using Z scores. The total
cognitive function represented by the NTB was calcu-
lated using the following formula: Z-NTB = (Z-AVLT
+ Z-DSST + Z-VFT – Z-TMT-B) /4. MCI was deter-
mined based on Petersen’s diagnostic criteria [25]: 1)
self-reported memory decline; 2) neuropsychological
test results indicating a lower score of less than 1.5
standard deviations below normative means in four
cognitive tests (AVLT, DSST, VFT, and TMT-B); 3)
normal intact daily function; 4) Clinical Dementia
Rating (CDR) score between 0 and 0.5.

Assessment of covariates

We chose the following variables in confounding
adjustments: socioeconomic information, including
age, sex, marital status (married or not), educa-
tional level (less than middle school, middle and
high school, college or higher), and annual household
income per capita (<20,000 CNY, 20,000–40,000
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CNY,>40,000 CNY); lifestyle behavioral character-
istics including, smoking status (current smoker or
no), drinking status (current drinker or no). Physical
activity level was measured by the Physical Activ-
ity Scale for the Elderly [26]. Daily energy intake
was calculated according to the FFQ and the China
Food Composition. Clinical assessments included
body mass index (BMI, kg/m2), hypertension, and
diabetes. Hypertension was defined by self-reported
and/or the objective measurement of systolic blood
pressure (SBP) ≥ 140 mmHg and/or diastolic blood
pressure (DBP) ≥ 90 mmHg. SBP and DBP were
the means of blood pressure measured three times
by an electronic manometer (U16 Version, Omron
Company, China). Diabetes was defined as fasting
blood glucose (FBG ≥ 7.0 mmol/L and/or random
blood glucose (RBG) ≥ 11.1 mmol/L and/or docu-
mented glucose-lowering medication or self-reported
diabetes.

Statistical analysis

For categorical variables, participants’ charac-
teristics were shown as a number (%), and for
continuous variables, as a mean (with standard devi-
ation, SD). Categorical variables were compared
using chi-square tests and one-way ANOVA for con-
tinuous variables. Multinomial logistic regression
models were conducted to investigate the association
between MCI and DDS, categorized as scores: (0, 6],
(6, 7], (7, 8], and (8, 9]. Linear regression models
were carried out to investigate associations between
DDS and cognitive domains (AVLT, DSST, VFT,
and TMT-B). Two models were constructed: Crude
model was adjusted for age and sex; Fully-adjusted
model was further adjusted for BMI, daily energy
intake, education level, marital status, annual house-
hold income per capita, smoking status, drinking
status, physical activities, hypertension, and diabetes.
To ensure that the DDS is not influenced by any
single food group, a sensitivity analysis was per-
formed. This involved systematically excluding one
food group and examining the association between
the total score of the remaining food groups and MCI.
We also conducted subgroup analyses that were strat-
ified according to sex (male or female), age (55–65
or ≥ 65 years), BMI (<24 or ≥ 24), hypertension (yes
or no), and diabetes (yes or no). All statistical anal-
yses were performed with SAS, version 9.2 (SAS
Institute Inc., Cary, NC, US). Two-sided p < 0.05 was
considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

Demographic characterization

Table 1 shows the characteristics of 1982 partici-
pants categorized according to DDS, among whom
the mean age was (63.37 ± 5.00) years, 89.71% were
female, and 279 (14.08%) participants had a diagno-
sis of MCI. Participants with higher scores were more
likely to be younger and have a lower prevalence of
MCI. They also have higher scores in total cognitive
function and its domains, including episodic memory,
attention, language fluency, and executive function.
Additionally, individuals with higher scores tended to
have higher educational levels, higher annual house-
hold income per capita, lower BMI, non-smoking
status, and retired status (all p < 0.05).

Association between DDS and MCI

As shown in Table 2, compared to the DDS quartile
(0, 6], the multivariable-adjusted odds ratios (95%
CI) were 0.74 (0.48, 1.15) for DDS quartile (6, 7],
0.65 (0.43, 0.97) for DDS quartile (7, 8], and 0.55
(0.37, 0.84) for DDS quartile (8, 9]. Furthermore,
there was a significant inverse association between
consuming the frequency of 3 food groups and the
odds of MCI, including mushrooms (OR = 0.67, 95%
CI: 0.49,0.93), nuts (OR = 0.72, 95% CI: 0.54,0.97),
meat (OR = 0.44, 95% CI: 0.23,0.86) (Supplementary
Table 2).

Association between DDS and global cognitive
function and cognitive domains

As shown in Table 3, there was a positive associ-
ation observed between higher DDS and improved
performance across various cognitive domains.
Including global cognitive function (� = 0.20, 95%
CI: 0.12, 0.30), episodic memory (� = 0.21, 95% CI:
0.07, 0.35), attention (� = 0.15, 95% CI: 0.03, 0.26),
language fluency (� = 0.24, 95% CI: 0.10, 0.38), and
executive function (� = –0.24, 95% CI: –0.38, –0.10).

Subgroup and sensitivity analyses

In the subgroup analyses, we found no statistical
interaction between DDS and age, sex, hypertension,
and diabetes among participants with the odds of MCI
(Supplementary Table 3). Additionally, higher DDS
was associated with better cognitive function on Z
score in individuals aged 65 and above, although the
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Table 1
Characteristics of study participants by DDS categoriesa

Characteristics Total DDS categories p
(0,6] (6,7] (7,8] (8,9]

No of subjects, n (%) 1,982 251 (12.66) 325 (16.40) 617 (31.13) 789 (39.81)
MCI, n (%) 279 (14.08) 53 (21.12) 53 (16.31) 84 (13.61) 89 (11.28) <0.001
Global cognitive function, score –0.05 (0.68) –0.26 (0.72) –0.15 (0.69) –0.04 (0.67) 0.05 (0.66) <0.001
Episodic memory, score –0.02 (0.98) –0.22 (1.04) –0.09 (0.98) –0.07 (0.97) 0.10 (0.96) <0.001
Attention, score –0.09 (0.92) –0.30 (0.93) –0.21 (0.9) –0.09 (0.91) 0.03 (0.91) <0.001
Language fluency, score –0.04 (0.96) –0.27 (0.91) –0.15 (0.95) –0.03 (0.97) 0.04 (0.97) <0.001
Executive function, score –0.04 (1.01) 0.27 (1.20) 0.14 (1.12) –0.01 (0.97) –0.05 (0.92) <0.001
Daily energy intake, mean (SD) 2,151.78 (649.99) 1,893.58 (653.25) 1,976.66 (634.38) 2,133.99 (634.6) 2,319.9 7 (619.68) <0.001
Age (y), mean (SD) 63.37 (5.00) 63.15 (5.08) 63.33 (5.23) 63.5 (4.98) 63.35 (4.89) 0.8175
Female 1,778 (89.71) 211 (84.06) 289 (88.92) 542 (87.84) 736 (93.28) <0.001
Marital status, n (%)

Married 1,724 (86.98) 207 (82.47) 274 (84.31) 539 (87.36) 704 (89.23) 0.017
Single/widowed/divorced 258 (13.02) 44 (17.53) 51 (15.69) 78 (12.64) 85 (10.77)

Education level, n (%)
Less than middle school 191 (9.64) 38 (15.14) 49 (15.08) 51 (8.27) 53 (6.72) <0.001
Middle and high school 1,568 (79.11) 198 (78.88) 258 (79.38) 498 (80.71) 614 (77.82)
College or higher 22 3(11.25) 15 (5.98) 18 (5.54) 68 (11.02) 122 (15.46)

Annual household income per capita, n (%)
<20,000 CNY 43 9(22.15) 73 (29.08) 73 (22.46) 143 (23.18) 150 (19.01) <0.001
20,000–40,000 CNY 853 (43.04) 118 (47.01) 147 (45.23) 258 (41.82) 330 (41.83)
>40,000 CNY 690 (34.81) 60 (23.9) 105 (32.31) 216 (35.01) 309 (39.16)

BMI, kg/m², n (%)
≤24 1,018 (51.36) 112 (44.62) 152 (46.77) 329 (53.32) 425 (53.87) 0.017
>24 964 (48.64) 139 (55.38) 173 (53.23) 288 (46.68) 364 (46.13) <0.001

Smoking (current), n (%) 117 (5.90) 31 (12.35) 21 (6.46) 35 (5.67) 30 (3.8)
Drinking (current), n (%) 285 (14.38) 39 (15.54) 37 (11.38) 91 (14.75) 118 (14.96) 0.623
Retired, n (%) 1,703 (85.92) 202 (80.48) 269 (82.77) 541 (87.68) 691 (87.58) 0.007
Meeting physical activity recommendation, n (%) 1,660 (83.75) 210 (83.67) 271 (83.38) 510 (82.66) 669 (84.79) 0.753
Hypertension, n (%) 1,033 (52.12) 130 (51.79) 181 (55.69) 324 (52.51) 398 (50.44) 0.458
Diabetes, n (%) 180 (9.08) 24 (9.56) 34 (10.46) 55 (8.91) 67 (8.49) 0.760
aContinuous variables were expressed as weighted means and standard errors and categorical variables were expressed as numbers and weighted percentages. DDS,
dietary diversity score; SD, standard deviation; MCI, mild cognitive impairment; BMI, body mass index.
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Table 2
Logistic regression analysis of DDS and MCIa

DDS categories p for
(0,6] (6,7] (7,8] (8,9] trend

Case (n) 53 (251) 53 (325) 84 (617) 89 (789)
Crude Modelb 1 (reference) 0.72 (0.47,1.10) 0.55 (0.38,0.81) 0.46 (0.31,0.67) <0.001
Fully-adjusted Modelc 1 (reference) 0.74 (0.48,1.15) 0.65 (0.43,0.97) 0.55 (0.37,0.84) 0.005

aData are multivariate OR (95% confidence interval); DDS, dietary diversity score; MCI, mild cognitive impairment. bCrude Model:
adjusted for age, and sex. cFully-adjusted Model: adjusted for Crude Model + BMI, daily energy intake, education level, marital status,
annual household income per capita, smoking status, drinking status, physical activities, hypertension, and diabetes.

Table 3
Multiple linear regression analysis of DDS categories and cognitive domains scorea

Cognitive domains DDS categories p for trend
(0,6] (6,7] (7,8] (8,9]

Global cognitive function Z-scores <0.001
Crude Modelb 0 (reference) 0.12 (0.02,0.23) 0.23 (0.14,0.33) 0.32 (0.23,0.41)
Fully-adjusted Modelc 0 (reference) 0.11 (0.01,0.21) 0.15 (0.06,0.24) 0.20 (0.12,0.30)

Episodic memory Z-scores 0.004
Crude Modelb 0 (reference) 0.13 (–0.03,0.29) 0.16 (0.02,0.30) 0.32 (0.18,0.45)
Fully-adjusted Modelc 0 (reference) 0.12 (–0.04,0.27) 0.09 (–0.05,0.22) 0.21 (0.07,0.35)

Attention Z-scores 0.011
Crude Modelb 0 (reference) 0.09 (–0.06,0.23) 0.22 (0.10,0.35) 0.32 (0.19,0.44)
Fully-adjusted Modelc 0 (reference) 0.07 (–0.06,0.20) 0.10 (–0.02,0.22) 0.15 (0.03,0.26)

Language fluency Z-scores <0.001
Crude Modelb 0 (reference) 0.13 (–0.03,0.29) 0.25 (0.10,0.39) 0.32 (0.19,0.46)
Fully-adjusted Modelc 0 (reference) 0.12 (–0.04,0.28) 0.18 (0.04,0.32) 0.24 (0.10,0.38)

Executive function Z-scores <0.001
Crude Modelb 0 (reference) –0.14 (–0.30,0.02) –0.29 (–0.44,–0.15) –0.33 (–0.47,–0.19)
Fully-adjusted Modelc 0 (reference) –0.13 (–0.29,0.03) –0.22 (–0.37,–0.08) –0.24 (–0.38,–0.10)

aData are multivariate � (95% confidence interval); DDS, dietary diversity score. bCrude Model: adjusted for age, and sex. cFully-adjusted
Model: adjusted for Crude Model + BMI, daily energy intake, education level, marital status, annual household income per capita, smoking
status, drinking status, physical activities, hypertension, and diabetes.

associations between DDS and MCI did not reach sta-
tistically significant levels (Supplementary Tables 4
and 5). After excluding any one of the food groups,
the results were robust (Supplementary Table 2).

DISCUSSION

In this cross-sectional study conducted among
middle-aged and older individuals in China, the
present research aimed to investigate the associations
between DDS and the odds of MCI. The findings
revealed an inverse relationship between higher DDS
and lower odds of MCI. Additionally, higher DDS
was associated with better performance across vari-
ous cognitive domains, including AVLT, VFT, DDST,
and TMT-B.

Our findings are consistent with the previous study.
A longitudinal study involving 9,726 older adults
demonstrated that higher DDS was associated with a
reduced risk of cognitive impairment [27]. Similarly,
a nationwide cohort study of 6,237 oldest-old indi-
viduals revealed that maintaining a high DDS was

beneficial for cognitive function, even in advanced
age [28]. Furthermore, In addition, our study exam-
ined various cognitive domains, including episodic
memory, attention, language fluency, and executive
function. It is worth noting that only a limited number
of studies have investigated the relationship between
DDS and multiple cognitive domains. One cohort
study specifically focused on the impact of DDS
on cognitive domains among the oldest-old Chi-
nese population, as assessed by the Mini-Mental
State Examination [28]. In contrast, our current study
expanded upon this research by utilizing a com-
prehensive neuropsychological test battery, which
included assessments such as AVLT, DDST, VFT,
and TMT-B. In summary, our study contributes to
the existing epidemiological data by demonstrating
that higher DDS is associated with better perfor-
mance in cognitive domains and lower odds of MCI.
This expands our understanding of the relationship
between DDS and cognitive function.

Our study revealed a significant association
between higher-frequency consumption of mush-
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rooms, nuts, and meat with better cognitive function.
These findings are consistent with previous research
highlighting the potential neuroprotective properties
of mushrooms [29]. Cohort studies have also demon-
strated a lower risk of incident dementia among
individuals who frequently consume mushrooms
[30]. Nuts, a key component of the Mediterranean
diet, contain polyunsaturated fatty acids, high-quality
protein, tocopherols, and antioxidant phenolic com-
pounds. Increased nut consumption has been shown
to benefit vascular function and is consistently asso-
ciated with a reduced risk of cardiovascular disease.
Moreover, it may have positive effects on overall
brain health and cognition [31]. A cohort study con-
ducted in Singapore found that higher nut intake
during middle age was associated with a lower risk
of cognitive impairment in later life [32]. Inadequate
protein intake is prevalent among the elderly in China
[33], and meat serves as a rich source of high-quality
protein. Consuming meat may potentially reduce the
incidence of MCI in middle-aged and older indi-
viduals. Similar findings regarding the association
between meat consumption and cognitive function
were observed in the aforementioned longitudinal
investigation [27].

The biological mechanisms underlying the inverse
associations between DDS and the risk of MCI are not
fully understood. However, several plausible mecha-
nisms have been proposed. One potential mechanism
is the influence of dietary diversity on the compo-
sition of the gut microbiota. Studies have shown
that higher DDS is associated with a more diverse
intestinal microbiota [34]. The gut microbiota has
been implicated in various aspects of brain function
through the Brain-Gut-Microbiome Axis, suggesting
that dietary diversity may impact brain health through
this pathway [35]. Another possible explanation is
that low dietary diversity may be associated with
increased oxidative stress. Middle-aged and older
individuals may experience a decline in their capac-
ity to sustain normal brain function due to lower
antioxidant defenses [36]. Furthermore, higher DDS
is often associated with a greater intake of macro- and
micronutrients, such as protein and vitamin C [37],
which are known to have protective effects on health.
Adequate intake of these nutrients may contribute to
better brain function and reduce the risk of MCI.

This research has several strengths that should
be acknowledged. Firstly, it is the first study to
investigate the relationship between DDS and MCI,
providing novel insights into this area of research.
Additionally, a comprehensive battery of cognitive

tests was employed, allowing for the evaluation of
cognitive function across multiple domains, and pro-
viding a more comprehensive assessment. However,
there are also limitations in this study that should be
taken into consideration. Firstly, the cross-sectional
design of the study limits our ability to establish
a causal relationship between DDS and MCI. Lon-
gitudinal studies would be valuable in determining
the temporal nature of this association. Secondly,
the use of FFQ to collect dietary data may intro-
duce recall bias or measurement error. Moreover, the
presence of cognitive decline or impairment could
potentially influence the accuracy of self-reported
dietary information, which may affect the relation-
ship between DDS and MCI. Lastly, despite efforts to
control for potential confounders, residual confound-
ing from unmeasured factors cannot be completely
ruled out.

In conclusion, our study findings support the notion
that higher DDS is associated with better cognitive
function in middle-aged and older Chinese people.
Eating a more varied diet might have favorable effects
to prevent the development of MCI.
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